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Capturing
in written form the world
of Edoardo Tresoldi may be difficult—but
not impossible. It does require one underlying
condition, however: that the two physical quantities, time
and space, although impervious to definition, and essential in the
mission that leads to the perception of the world, are instead perceived
as very distant from those surrounding us in our everyday lives. Exempting
oneself from the effort of rethinking one’s spatial-temporal references would
make this difficult undertaking untenable. This is what, in a nutshell, we are asking
our readers to do. That is, we are asking that they attempt to enter a new experiential
and cognitive dimension—in the midst of an oblivion of time and space—that, perhaps,
has never been considered before. Tresoldi’s work cycles evolve in a continuous succession
that ends only when the finished piece appears in its static expression, and one can arrange
each element composing the work into a sequence. Only when time and space impose their
references again is this sequencing possible. During the process one experiences pure dynamism—
at times slower, at others faster—while the multitude of small segments that shape the process and
are hard to capture, overlap. This is how landscapes, people, and objects are drawn into the creative
flow, the only principle that seems to have substance and form and can offer itself as a reliable
guide in the face of the vehemence of events. Freehand sketches, drawing boards, and renderings;
concept drafts; the sending and receiving of emails; opened art books and catalogues; meetings and
appointments; video-calls; invoices; humming printers; new proposals from the manager; coffee and
cigarette breaks and “Edoardo? Where is He?”; contracts to look at; carriers; lunches; interns; noises
from the production unit; WhatsApp group chats; muscles flexing as wire mesh is being shaped;
social-media postings; the smell of iron; new ideas; guests. All of this happens in a suspended
reality that rapidly contracts and dilates. While schedules try to take over and mark their own
time of production, Tresoldi’s time is like a karstic river whose underground channels are known,
and, by virtue of its presence alone, one can sense its incessant action. Thus, each separate
production unit—Edoardo’s studio, the offices, production, the warehouse—just as the
people who populate them, are the protagonists of never-ending blend, perfectly
aligned with the environment of the artisan shop, where each worker knows the
skills of the other, and where everyone learns from each other. A vast, authentic
microcosm that is born of and scrambles its way around Edoardo, where
the relationship between the artist and his collaborators is forged,
where remnants of time and personal space dissolve to give
way to spontaneous familiarity within a sphere of
intimacy that is new at the dawning
o f e v e r y n e w d a y.
— M.B.
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